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A group process contributing to a public health approach to advance care planning

The Heart of Living and Dying 
A facilitator’s guide for health and social care professionals

“If you choose to use this guide, we would like to hear how you found it.  
Please do contact us at 028 37 560592 and let us know. Or for any other enquiries relating 
to “The Heart Of Living and Dying” contact Deirdre.mckenna@southerntrust.hscni.net



The Heart of Living and Dying

Foreword

The Heart of Living and Dying

Social work has always concerned itself with the whole person and with seeing people 

in their social context; their family and their communities. At its core Social Work 

espouses the values of person centred care, respect, dignity and empowerment of 

the people who come into contact with health and social care services. This is no less 

so in the very challenging world of palliative care where those accessing the service 

are faced with the sometimes shocking reality of their own mortality. Communicating 

effectively in these circumstances is vital and enabling others to consider and articulate 

what is important to them has been shown to enhance quality of life and peace of mind.

This publication offers health and social care professionals a safe and comprehensive 

guide to facilitating these conversations with their groups, communities and service 

users: conversations which all of us could participate in and benefit from.

We are delighted that this initiative has been developed by Deirdre McKenna the Social 

Worker within in the Community Specialist Palliative Care Team in the Southern Trust.  

In recognition of Deirdre’s work on the “Heart of Living and Dying” she was awarded 

the Social Worker of the year in Adult Services Northern Ireland (2018) 

We hope this will make a valuable contribution to our citizen’s health and well-

being and encourage health and social care professionals to participate in these 

conversations including what matters to them in their living and dying.

Mr Paul Morgan 

Executive Director of Social Work 

Mrs Melanie McClements  

Director Older People Primary Care

January 2019
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The Heart of Living and Dying

Introduction

The Heart of Living and Dying: a group process contributing to a public health 

approach to advance care planning.

Thank you for your interest in The Heart of Living and Dying initiative. No one likes 

to think about dying or death, never mind talk about it but it is important to talk 

more openly to the people that matter to us about what we would like them to 

know, and do, in the event of serious illness or death. In more formal terms, this 

type of conversation is often called Advance Care Planning and is usually only 

offered to people who are facing a serious life limiting illness. 

Through The Heart of Living and Dying we try to bring advance care planning into 

the public domain, thus enabling anyone, not only those who are ill, to participate 

in this gentle, supported conversation about what matters to them in living and 

dying and then begin to plan ahead. By so doing, we hope it encourages people 

who are well, to think forward and explore their goals, hopes, concerns, or fears 

regarding that time in their life when, for whatever reason, dying is brought into 

sharper focus.

I wrote this facilitator’s guide to help you plan and hold this type of conversation 

with your group and it describes the steps for you to take as the group’s overall 

facilitator. 

Some of you might be interested in additional information about advance care 

planning, public health approaches to wellbeing or the role of Arts in health and 

well-being so, at the end of the guide, some references and links are included 

which you may find of interest. Facilitating The Heart of Living and Dying 

conversation itself does not require reference to these links.

In our experience of hosting these conversations in the Southern Health and Social 

Care Trust, people can speak openly and freely about important matters when 

they feel comfortable and invited to do so. This guide will help you create that 

comfortable space as well as guide you in your facilitation.

If you choose to use this guide, we would like to hear how you found it.  
Please do contact us at 028 37 560592 and let us know.  
Or for any other enquiries relating to “The Heart Of Living and Dying” contact  

Deirdre.mckenna@southerntrust.hscni.net.

Deirdre McKenna 

Specialist Palliative Care Social Worker, SHSCT

1.0
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Background

In May 2017 to mark Dying Matters Awareness Week the Southern Health and 

Social Care Trust (SHSCT) ran a series of events called The Heart of Living and 

Dying. These events offered the general public the opportunity to engage in 

an Advance Care Planning conversation. The Heart of Living and Dying is a two 

hour group process which has been designed by Deirdre McKenna, the SHSCT 

Community Specialist Palliative Care Social Worker. These events were planned 

and delivered jointly by staff from the SHSCT, Southern Area Hospice Services  

and Arts Care.

These events were widely advertised across social media, newspapers, church 

bulletins and flyers so as to raise awareness amongst the public of the opportunity 

to join in a conversation about what matters to them in their living and their dying. 

What participants have said:

 

“It was interesting 
to reflect on what matters to  
me as a person and not as a 

patients advocate. This was a 
positive reflection as if something 

is important to me it is important to 
consider these issues in relation  

to my patient’s needs.”

“It was so good to share  
experiences both within the 

smaller groups and the larger groups,  
we need to talk more openly about 

what matters to me.”

2.0

“I found it to be a very 
powerful and empowering 

experience. Reaching to the 
core, the actual heart of living 
and dying, was an emotional 

experience but one which was 
so enlightening and indeed 

motivating.”

“Very difficult subject that you want to 
put off, culture of N Ireland/don’t talk/
stiff upper lip, it is very important that 

next of kin know what you want.”

“My first reaction was this is of 
great importance to me. I asked 

myself have I ever really given much 
thought to it. For me it was a very 
pleasant enlightening experience 
- the openness of sharing in the 

group very encouraging.”

“The value of such a beautifully 
facilitated event cannot be overstated.

The follow up memento serves as a 
gentle reminder to make my wishes 

known and a genuine appreciation for 
my participation. Thank you.”
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Preparation

Purpose

It’s important to be very clear about what you intend to do, why you intend to 

do it and how you intend to do it. Find a simple, clear sentence which describes 

what your Purpose is. For The Heart of Living and Dying, the purpose is to enable 

people to gather together to talk about what matters to them in their living and 

their dying and to begin to think about planning ahead.

A clearly defined purpose helps the facilitator to maintain her/his focus as well as 

the focus of the group. It provides a reference point for those times when people 

initiate discussion about unrelated issues, or have gone off track. To bring the 

conversation back to The Heart of Living and Dying the participants can be gently 

reminded of the overall purpose agreed at the beginning of the session. 

Room set up

The tables and chairs are arranged in a café style. Each table accommodates 

only six or seven participants. This promotes a greater level of participation since 

people can hear each other more easily and feel more able to contribute to the 

conversation in this small group. 

The room has a flip chart or notice board, which can be referred to as the “jottings 

board” upon which participants will be invited, at various times during the process, 

to post their thoughts on what matters to them. 

Each table has water, pens, glasses, sweets and fruit along with some sticky 

notepaper for those all-important participants’ thoughts or doodles. The act of 

doodling in itself may help some participants clarify their thinking or manage any 

anxiety about the nature of the conversations. 

Tea and coffee is available in the room and people are encouraged to help 

themselves as and when they need a top up. Again, this adds to a level of 

informality which may help some people feel more comfortable. Getting up and 

refreshing their tea or coffee may allow some people take a breather from the 

conversation, get up, move around and then return to their seat.

3.0
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The actual session

The two hour event begins with the facilitator welcoming the participants and 

delivering a very short PowerPoint presentation.

In our culture, as in most cultures, “welcome” is very important and it is good 

to pay attention to it here as people gather for this event. This is your first 

opportunity to demonstrate that people will be safe here, will be taken care of 

and will be treated with respect. This is your opportunity to set a warm, caring, 

informal and attentive tone. Some people may have come along alone, some may 

be anxious or nervous about the event and some people may have wandered into 

your event by mistake! This is an informal welcome which you and those assisting 

you need to attend to, introducing yourself, shaking hands as people come in, 

showing them to the tea and coffee, general chit chat and offering them to take a 

seat at one of the tables.

 

Slides 

This presentation consists of 7 slides. Slides 1-5 are used at the beginning and 

slides 6 and 7 are used to conclude the event. The slides describe the purpose, 

the outline of the 2 hour session and the group agreements or ground rules for 

participation and provide the reassurances some participants may need about the 

nature of the event. These slides and the script are included in appendices 2 and 3.

In addition, having this very short slideshow allows people settle into the room, 

gives them a focus during which they can relax and attend to any discomfort they 

might have particularly if sitting among people they don’t know.
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Staff at the tables 

Each of the tables has a staff member present to help guide the conversation 

in the smaller groups. The event moves from whole group conversation to small 

group table talk and back to whole group conversation. Some conversation 

prompts may be offered to stimulate thinking and speaking if required. The staff 

members at each table offer a guide, specifically they keep a focus on the purpose 

and to the group agreements. A role description for the staff member at each 

table is included in appendix 4.

After the first or second round of small group conversation, participants are 

encouraged to jot down key words or phrases on sticky notepaper and place 

them on the jottings board or flip chart. During these short breaks, participants 

are encouraged to help themselves to more tea or coffee and to read over 

the jottings board. This serves to encourage participants as they recognize 

the commonality among strangers in what actually matters to people. This 

encouragement helps participants risk a little more of themselves and really 

begin speaking from their heart.
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The artist

The visual artist and/or poet attending the event has a “listening” role in that she 

listens to the heart of what is being said and notices the mood/emotions of the 

participants. The artist then reflects what they have seen and heard in either a 

piece of visual art or a poem.

This artwork offers an invaluable addition to the entire experience for 2 reasons:

 1. It is a keepsake of the person’s conversation and experience.

 2. It serves as a prompt to the participant to revisit the conversation with  

  family members or others important to them.

The use of art has an important role in transforming capacity to cope with 

bereavement and open up a healthier public conversation about death. 

(Westminster report 2017).
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Facilitation

Each Heart of Living and Dying event is facilitated by someone with advanced 

facilitation skills and experience of group work. This enables the facilitator to 

attend to the two key aspects of facilitation, firstly the task at hand i.e. the purpose, 

and secondly, the actual group process itself: the relationships in the group. The 

facilitator needs to be attentive to the pace of the conversation at the small tables, 

the mood among participants, the comfort and safety of those gathered, and be 

competent enough to make an effective intervention in the event of for example the 

group going off topic or one participant dominating the conversation, or the staff 

member at a table having difficulties guiding the small group. 

While a very informal style is maintained throughout to encourage participants 

relax into conversation, staff remain very much on alert and vigilant for any 

signs of distress or difficulty among participants. Given the nature of these 

conversations, people may become tearful or distressed at times which can be 

attended to in the small group. However, we would consider it best practice to 

have enough staff present that should someone become so distressed they needed 

to step out of the room for a short time, a staff member is available to accompany 

them and offer support.
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A 2 hour session will typically allow for 4 rounds of small group conversation. These 

rounds may be interspersed with a check in by the facilitator with the whole group 

or by allowing participants to post on the ‘jottings board’ or by a comfort break.

Endings

How the two hour session ends is as important as any other aspect of the process. 

The facilitator needs to manage the endings with the same high level of skill 

and attention in order to fulfil her duty of care to the people who have gathered 

and participated in the conversation. In our experience of facilitating these 

conversations, participants do speak from their hearts and in doing so share at 

quite a profound level. People do not usually speak in group settings about dying 

or about hopes or fears regarding future care. So this is a very different type of 

conversation for participants to be having. Good endings ensure participants are 

able to leave the session feeling grounded, and re oriented back into what is, for 

them, their more usual level of relating and being. 

After the last round of table conversation the facilitator invites from the whole 

group 1 or 2 people to share some of their personal responses. This is an invitation 

to the group and it is important to ensure no participant feels pressured to speak.
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People may be reluctant to speak out in the whole group so the facilitator needs  

to remain assured, patient and be gently encouraging of those gathered.

When a few people have shared, the facilitator draws the session towards 

conclusion by firstly inviting participants to use a word or phrase to describe  

their experience of the 2 hour session.

Following this short feedback session the facilitator introduces slides 6 and 7 which 

includes a thanks for coming, signposts to support services and offers copies of a 

booklet such as “Your Life Your Choices” (available from Macmillan.org). These two 

slides also remind participants to do something restful and gentle for themselves in 

order to soften the tiredness they may feel following the conversation experience.

Staff debriefs

The final tasks of the facilitator when the session has ended and the participants 

have left is to provide those other staff present with an opportunity to debrief. The 

nature of these conversations may trigger personal experiences of death and dying 

and this emotional impact needs to be attended to.

The facilitator will also collect all of the sticky notepaper on the jottings board or 

any scribbles left at the small tables since these may be someone’s very personal 

thoughts or feelings.  

Following the first series of The Heart of Living and Dying hosted in May 2017 the 

jottings were re worked into a word cloud which expressed in truly visual terms 

what the participants considered “mattered to them”. The visual is included on the 

front cover of this guide and is used in all subsequent advertising and promotion of 

The Heart of Living and Dying. 
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Feedback/Evaluation

An evaluation form is sent out to participants along with the art piece, typically 6 

to 8 weeks after the event itself. This short evaluation template is included in the 

appendix 5. Those evaluations completed and returned have consistently provided 

positive feedback and encouragement to continue hosting The Heart of Living and 

Dying conversations.

A more robust evaluation of this initiative, through a university based research 

module is planned for 2019.

12
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Some things to look out for! 

We strongly recommend that you attend one of these Heart of Living and Dying 

conversations as a participant before taking on the role of Facilitator. Because the 

facilitator has thought about these questions and had the personal involvement in 

the conversation, she/he will feel more comfortable facilitating a group in which the 

discussions centre on death and dying. This will also serve as a good safeguard for 

the group. 

Give a full briefing to staff and artists who are helping to facilitate this work. Ensure 

all are clear on both task and process.

Some people may arrive thinking they are attending “training”. Address this 

misunderstanding early on and clarify purpose encouraging all participants to speak 

only for themselves and experience the process of speaking personally.

It is also important the facilitator is able to follow the rhythm of the group and be 

able to adapt and adjust accordingly. She/he may find one table is ahead or behind 

another; this can happen so just engage the faster group with a new prompt!

Maintain a high level of vigilance throughout for any signs of distress and respond 

appropriately. Tears can be expected so don’t worry about that just ensure the 

person has the support she or he needs either inside the room or outside of it.

Trust the group: once people settle in allow them explore these issues and talk freely.

13
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 “the facilitation is so important and how the facilitator is able to 
read the group is vital. People will come to this for different reasons. 

It does help when the facilitator is able to balance and blend care, 
compassion and humour.” (participant comment)
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Rationale for developing this process

Public health approaches to palliative care recognise that dying, death and 

bereavement are inevitable parts of human experience and are not primarily medical 

events in isolation (National Palliative and End of Life care Partnership 2015). 

The Heart of Living and Dying contributes to a public health approach to Advance 

Care Planning (ACP). 

“Advance care planning is an on-going process of discussion between the person, 

those close to them and their health care professionals focusing on the person’s 

wishes and preferences for their care as they approach the end of their life” (Public 

Health Agency, unpublished but forthcoming, 2018). Advance care planning is one of 

the four palliative and end of life care priorities identified by the Regional Palliative 

Care Programme Board in Northern Ireland. 

According to Preston et al (2011). 

 “ The timing of ACP is a highly individualised concept reflecting the different  

  stages of acceptance of illness experienced by patients. It would appear that  

  appropriate timing poses a particularly unique challenge” pg135

The issue of timing might be addressed by promoting a public health approach to 

ACP. This approach enables people consider and plan ahead for their future health 

care needs while they are well thus taking the conversation out of the context of 

serious ill health. This reflects the aim of The Heart of Living and Dying which is 

offered by the SHSCT. 

According to the National Palliative and End of Life care Partnership (2015) people 

are ready, willing and confident to have conversations about living and dying well 

and to support each other in emotional and practical ways.

And at the same time, research shows, that Health and Social Care Professionals 

have difficulty discussing end of life. Age UK (2013) state that  

“HCPs find it difficult to discuss end of life issues and death with patients” (pg11) 

Nursing students report difficulties in dealing with death (Sadala and da Silva, 

2009; Parry, 2011; Edo-Gual et al, 2014; Strang et al, 2014). They often feel 

emotionally unprepared to care for dying patients (White and Coyne, 2011). 

The Heart of Living and Dying addresses this issue of “timing” in that it takes 

advance care planning out of the context of ill health and into the general 

population. Where health and social care professionals participate in the 

conversation themselves, they report a greater ease in speaking about death and 

dying. This helps address HCPs discomfort or lack of confidence in this area.

14
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Appendix 1

Planning group

Deirdre McKenna: Specialist Palliative Care Social Worker SHSCT 

Aileen Mulligan: Palliative Care Lead SHSCT 

Anne Coyle: Bereavement Coordinator SHSCT 

Neil Gillan: User Involvement SHSCT 

Gwen Stevenson: Arts Care Artist 

Fiona Robinson: Senior Social Worker Southern Area Hospice 

Members of the Community Specialist Palliative Care Team SHSCT

Appendix 2

Facilitator’s script for PowerPoint presentation

Slide 1

My name and role and it’s my pleasure to welcome you on behalf of the Southern 

Trust and our partners for these events, SAHS and Arts Care, to this conversation 

about living and dying, (replace these organisations for your own).

Slide 2

Our purpose is very simple, in one sense, to have a conversation about what 

matters to us in our living and our dying, yet in another sense, this is one of the 

most profound conversations any of us may take the opportunity to have. 

The Heart of Living and Dying is all about “what matters to you”. “Heart” is a very 

different centre from which we speak in this conversation; and it is therefore really 

important that each one of us, pay attention to how we are as we speak and listen. 

Slide 3

As hosts, having issued the invitation to you, we hope to offer you a comfortable, 

informal, homely space where you can speak safely, comfortably, confidently, freely 

about what matters to you.

Tea and coffee is available to you throughout this time and please feel free to get 

yourself the top ups you need.

The nature of our conversation can trigger emotional responses in us and so there 

are a few staff here who are keeping an eye out for you and if anyone feels the 

need to step out of the room for a while, then please feel free to do so. When you 

give yourself a few moments to compose we hope you will feel able to re-join us.
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Slide 4

We also have some very general group agreements, (sometimes called ground 

rules) which we hope will add to this comfortable space for you, and allow you 

speak from your heart knowing your contribution will be listened to, respected and 

heard without judgement or criticism. 

At each table we have a staff member who will help guide your conversation 

and keep an eye to our purpose and to these group agreements. We also have 

little sticky notepaper and pens and we encourage you to use these to doodle 

or scribble down any thoughts, ideas, insights, feelings on these and we can add 

them to our “jotting” board for all to see.

We also have with us a Gwen, a visual artist and Alice, a poet (replace these 

with the names of  your own artists). Neither of whom will participate in 

your conversation, but whose role will be one of “a listening witness” to your 

conversations at the tables and they will then try to capture the heart of what you 

say. Art is after all the language of the heart and soul.

Just before the end of our conversations, Alice will recite for us a poem reflecting 

back to us what she has heard us say. And Gwen will take away her impression of 

the conversations and create a piece of art reflecting this.

Slide 5

So this is how we will work together during this time.

A very fluid movement or rhythm of whole group work and small group table 

conversations. You will be invited at times to speak but no one will be forced to or 

put upon, so please don’t worry about that.

So, let me check in with you at this point, how are you as you sit here ready for this 

conversation?

(take some verbal responses)

Then invite people to turn into their tables and begin by introducing themselves 

and saying what brought them here.

At the end of the two hour session, go back to slideshow and use the concluding 

slides to attend to some business bits at the end.
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Slide 6 and 7

Conclusion: gathering in: inviting from whole group

“Would anyone like to give us a sense of how you found the experience?”

(take some verbal responses)

We have a few leaflets available with contact numbers of organisations who 

provide advice and support should anyone feel they need to talk about any issues 

that may have arisen following this experience. Please feel free to take one.

Your Life Your Choices: please also feel free to take one of these booklets with you 

if you feel you would like to continue this conversation with someone at home or in 

your family.

Thank you for joining us in this conversation; for having the courage to come and 

talk about what matters to you in living and dying. Hold yourselves gently as you 

go and be very compassionate to yourself for having taken the time to consider 

these weighty matters. 

For anyone who would like copies of the art and/or poem, if you leave your 

contact details with us now we will send the finished pieces to you as a memento 

of this event.

Finally, we would welcome some indication from you as to how this experience 

was for you and to this end we invite you, as you leave, to take a bead, button, 

stone and place it in one of the 3 jars at the door indicating how you found this 

experience.

And if anyone feels they would like to offer a fuller feedback or evaluation you can 

contact our Line Manager to do so.

17
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Appendix 3

PowerPoint presentation – slides
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Appendix 4

Role description for staff member at each table.

Your task is essentially to help people talk and help the others listen.

Welcome people in small group and ask them to introduce themselves.

Explain you are there to guide conversation and keep an eye on “purpose” and on 

“group agreements”.

Explain you are not making notes or keeping a record of the conversation.

Explain the use of “post its” if people want to joint down their thoughts, insights, 

and stick on “jottings” board.

Invite people to answer “why did you come to this session?” and allow each one 

time to answer, encouraging them to elaborate as appropriate. This initial enquiry 

may well enable people to begin talking about what matters to them. i.e get into 

the heart of the sessions purpose”.

Maintain a very “light touch” facilitation style, staying out of the way of the 

conversation as much as possible and only gently drawing attention to purpose or 

group agreements if these are being neglected. Use all of your lovely listening skills 

throughout this session.

Use additional “prompts” only when conversation feels like it has dried up and 

the group needs another wee prompt (be careful these don’t produce a question 

answer type situation).

There are no experts in the group, each person is speaking personally about what 

matters to her/him. This is not about giving advice, arguing, etc. 

Some additional prompts should you need them

What’s really important to me in life is………………………………

Some of my happiest memories, as I reflect back on my life are……………………..

During the really hard times in my life, what sustained me was………………………………….

When I think ahead to a time when I am less well, I would worry about………………....

I think people close to me would worry about……………………If I became really unwell

Some things that give me strength or courage are…………………………………………

When I think ahead about my own normal dying I………………………………………

How do I want to be remembered...........................................................................

(there is no particular order on these. Please use according to your feel of the where the group is at.)
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Appendix 5 

Post Event Evaluation Template

 1 When you reflected on the experience of talking about what matters to  

  you in living and dying, what were your thoughts?

 2 Following your participation in the conversation, did you speak to anyone  

  at home about what matters to you in living and dying?

 3 Would you encourage others to participate in a conversation like  

  “The Heart of Living and Dying”?

 4 Have you any advice/suggestions about how we can improve on the  

  experience or encourage others to join in?

 5 Any other comments?

20
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Arts Care, founded in 1991, is a unique Arts and Health Charity based in Northern 

Ireland. In partnership with Health and Social Care Trusts throughout Northern 

Ireland, Arts Care engages 19 Artists-in-Residence, a team of Northern Ireland 

Clowndoctors and many project artists who facilitate and co-ordinate participatory 

workshops and performances. Believing in the benefits of creativity to well-being, 

Arts Care makes all forms of art accessible to patients, clients, residents and staff 

in health and social care settings. Arts Care selected Gwen Stevenson and Alice 

McCullough to work with ‘The Heart Of Living & Dying’ initiative. 

Gwen Stevenson is an award-winning new media and visual artist. She has 

represented Ireland at Estudio Abierto in Argentina and won the Claremorris 

Open Prize for Visual Art. She has a socially engaged arts practice working in arts 

in health and community arts projects across Northern Ireland. Gwen delivers 

digital art workshops such as community filmmaking, digital story telling, video 

and stop motion animation. She also delivers traditional art workshops in painting, 

photography, crafts, textiles and sculpture. Gwen’s own practice resides in the 

intersection between art and technology and on the physical border of Northern 

Ireland. Her community artwork aspires to make art and creativity accessible to all.  

Alice McCullough is a forerunner on the wave of spoken word talent rising in 

Belfast. Her award-winning poetry performances have captivated audiences, from 

her ‘Alice Fresco’ outdoor recitals to her critically acclaimed one-woman show 

‘Earth to Alice’ her work has gained praise and recognition both in her hometown 

and beyond. Alice’s unique way with words has won her a presence on local and 

international radio with poems commissioned for both television and radio. She has 

supported talents in poetry, comedy and music including Hollie McNish, Katherine 

Ryan, Tony Walsh and Lemn Sissay.

(All of the artwork contained in this guide has been created by Gwen Stevenson.)
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Here at the foot of the Mountains of Mournes,

we’ve come from the comfort of our homes

to this cosy hotel,

and it’s beautiful.

Just the drive here this morning would sooth the soul

all sunny, alive and full of Spring,

wee rabbits hopping on the green.

And isn’t life a precious thing

when you think about it all.

And I guess that’s why we’re here today

to stop and think 

to have our say 

on why life matters

alll the ways we share these precious moments. 

Enjoy the cool breeze on a sunny day

the journey

the lessons along the way.

We all want to make the most of it.

We all want to enjoy our time here,

that bit of sun.

But we’re not just here to take about life,

not just here to talk about the easy fun stuff,

not just here to have a wee scone, 

although the scones help us along.

We’re here to talk about what happens when we come to the end of life,

what happens when we need to have those uncomfortable conversations.

It can be difficult, painful even.

But when we gather together

when we share and all these mixed emotions come to the surface,

we begin to speak the language of the heart.

We may not move mountains. 

We may not find all the answers

but once we’ve broken though the silence,

once we’ve been given permission to talk

about those things we don’t often talk about,

it’s a good start along this path we all must walk.

Alice’s poem
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A good wee bit of support 

to help prepare us and our loved ones for the future.

We hear ourselves in a different form.

We talk about how we’d like to go on living

how we might want to change,

how we might want to rearrange things. 

We share all those things that matter most to us

peace of mind, our quality of life, loving and being loved

our family, their safety, health and wellbeing.

We talk about how we’d like to live our lives and

how we might prepare for when we die.

Strange to hear ourselves say these things out loud

strange but good.

Maybe initially we didn’t want to go there

but now somehow it feels comfortable.

It’s amazing, empowering. 

We feel more relaxed when we share these things

and realise we share so many of the same wishes hopes and dreams.

Sometimes you haven’t thought about these things until someone asks you. 

Sometimes it feels too taboo.

Sometimes you’re just too busy 

just too on top of things to go under the surface.

But today we took that risk,

spoke from the heart,

shared our emotions,

made connections,

shared the privilege of witnessing real true storytelling

and special moments,

some tears but also laughter 

shared together

And I hope we can all go home feeling better for it 

gracious and thankful.
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